
Abstract

Selected Issues of Public Licenses

The aim of this master thesis is to present certain issues which are connected with free
and open source software public licenses, analyze them and provide sufficient solutions.
The main reason for choosing the topic was a lack of czech literature in a forementioned
area despite of growing importance of open source software industry.

The thesis is composed of seven chapters (apart from the introduction). The first
chapter characterises basic frame of computer programs protection by means of copy-
right (or droit d’auteur more precisely) in the Czech Republic. Chapter two defines the
public license and attempts to evaluate its legal enforceability. Several examples of public
licenses are analyzed and the ideas behind free and open source software movement are
presented. The proprietary license is mentioned as opposite to public license.

The third chapter focuses on open source software development and its questionable
aspects. It deals with a problem of author plurality in a first part of the chapter. The second
part looks at an international element in open source development and provides rules for
determination of the governing law that should apply to licenses and other legal relations.

The next three chapters discuss the selected issues of public licenses. The problem of
derivative work and its determination in particular case is addressed in chapter four. The
fifth chapter presents the concept of license compatibility and explores its consequences
with respect to public licenses. Chapter six is about multi-licensing, project forking and
software relicensing.

A brief overview of judicial decisions concerning the public licenses is include in the
last chapter. The court judgements could provide solutions to some of the issues. Alas, no
decision of a czech court exists up to now. Finally, the conclusion of the thesis is drawn.
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